Defender™ Mobile Blood Clot Prevention is a self-contained, compact DVT therapy device delivering asymmetric compression that replicates the blood flow of an ambulating patient. The Defender™ device is tubeless, portable, lightweight, and battery-operated. With a rechargeable battery and no separate pumps and hoses, patients can use it at all times, ensuring maximum mobility and safety throughout the continuum of care.

**Product Features**
- Simple One Touch Operation
- Whisper Quiet Pump with Inflation to Clinically Proven 55 mmHg
- Rechargeable Battery Lasts up to 24 Hours
- Breathable, Lightweight Wrap for Enhanced Comfort
- Universal Right & Left Wrap Design Allowing Easy Calf Placement
- Easy to Read LCD Display with Low Light Night Mode

**Indications**
- Aids in the Prevention of DVT
- Enhances Blood Circulation
- Diminishes Post-operative Pain and Swelling
- Reducing Wound Healing Time

**Specifications**
- Device Dimensions: 5.17” x 2.6” x 1.48” (125mm x 62.5mm x 33.3mm)
- Weight: Approximately 0.74 lbs. (335g)
- Modes of Operation: Cyclic
- Source of power: 5Vd.c. @ 2A
- Battery: 3.7 Li-ion Battery (Runtime: 24 hours)
- Cycle Time: 60 Seconds
- Leg Compression Pressure (non-adjustable): 55 mmHg

**System Operating Environment**
- +5°C - 40°C (41°F-104°F)
- Humidity 30% - 75%

**TO ORDER CONTACT LOVELL:**
P: (850) 684.1867  F: (850)254.9853
E: customerservice@lovellgov.com

**Part No:** 08-0028

**VENDOR INFO:**
CAGE: 71G35
EIN: 46 - 3795418
UEI: MNH3STM1FTS6
Category: SDVOSB

**GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS:**
VA FSS CONTRACT #V797D – 50450
DAPA CONTRACT #SP0200-16-H-0011
ECAT CONTRACT #SPE2DE22DA020

**Manufactured by:**
Precision Medical Products
2217 Plaza Drive, Rocklin, CA 95765
(888) 963-6265  info@pmpmed.com